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The Chosen Peoples
The Jewish Book of Why has sold more than three million copies to date and has
been translated into several languages. In this bestseller turned Miniature
Edition™, scholar Rabbi Alfred J. Kolatch explains the significance and origin of
nearly every symbol and practice known to Jewish culture. It's an essential guide
for both Jews and non-Jews alike, and will answer a wide spectrum of questions on
every aspect of Jewish custom, tradition, and life.

Have I Got a Cartoon for You!
In "This Jewish Life: Stories of Discover, Connection, and Joy," fifty-five voices
enable readers to experience a calendar's worth of Judaism's strengths-community,
healing, transformation of the human spirit and the influence of the Divine. Within
these pages are stories of joyous engagement and poignant loss. Readers will
meet a teen who followed the path of Judaism after a chance encounter and men
and women who turned to Judaism in their struggles with drug addiction and
spousal abuse. Structured to mirror a complete year of Jewish life cycle events and
holidays, this unique book showcases a bar mitzvah service in rural Illinois, a
commitment ceremony in a California metropolis, a Soviet family's first Passover
Seder, and much more. These stories will carry readers, Jew and non-Jew alike,
through twelve months of Jewish Living

The Great Kosher Meat War of 1902
Since her creation in 1959, Barbie has broken cultural, social, and linguistic
barriers, all while showcasing a fabulous fashion sense. Organized into five
sections: Barbie Is Fashion; Barbie's Family; Dolls of the World; Barbie's Careers;
and Queen, Diva and Celebrity, Barbie as Global Icon, Barbie: The Icon celebrates
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the impact Barbie has had in culture for three generations in everything from style,
to fashion, to careers, that makes her the voice of the contemporary woman, the
voice of pop culture, and the image of a genuine living legend.

Natalie Portman's Fables
"This book shows the roots of more than 1,200 Jewish personal names. It shows all
Yiddish/Hebrew variants of a root name with English transliteration. Hebrew
variants show the exact spelling including vowels. Footnotes explain how these
variants were derived. An index of all variants allows you to easily locate the name
in the body of book. Also presented are family names originating from personal
names."--Publisher description.

Wisenheimer
This meditation on the life of the Canadian singer-songwriter, musician, poet and
novelist discusses his performing career, which began despite his crippling stage
fright, to his induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. 13,000 first printing.

Jewish Personal Names
You’ll find everything you need to know about being Jewish in this indispensable,
revised and updated guide to the religious traditions, everyday practices,
philosophical beliefs, and historical foundations of Judaism. What happens at a
synagogue service? What are the rules for keeping kosher? How do I light the
Hanukah candles? What is in the Hebrew Bible? What do the Jewish holidays
signify? What should I be teaching my children about being Jewish? With the first
edition of Essential Judaism, George Robinson offered the world the accessible
compendium that he sought when he rediscovered his Jewish identity as an adult.
In his “ambitious and all-inclusive” (New York Times Book Review) guide, Robinson
illuminates the Jewish life cycle at every stage and lays out many fascinating
aspects of the religion—the Kabbalah and Jewish mysticism, the evolution of
Hasidism, and much more—while keeping a firm focus on the different paths to
living a good Jewish life in today’s world. Now, a decade and a half later, Robinson
has updated this valuable introductory text with information on topics including
denominational shifts, same-sex marriage, the intermarriage debate, transgender
Jews, the growth of anti-Semitism, and the changing role of women in worship,
along with many other hotly debated topics in the contemporary Jewish world and
beyond. The perfect gift for a Bar/Bat Mitzvah or anyone thinking about
conversion—this is the ultimate companion for anyone interested in learning more
about Judaism, the kind of book its readers will revisit over and over for years to
come.

Stan Lee
Why is this haiku book different from all other haiku books? For centuries, the
Japanese haiku has been one of the world's most dazzling poetic forms. In just
three short lines, it captures the sublime beauty of nature--the croak of the
bullfrog, the buzzing of the dragonfly, the shriek of the cicada, the scream of the
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cormorant. Now, with Haikus for Jews, there is finally a collection that celebrates
the many advantages of staying indoors. Inspired by ancient Zen teachings and
timeless Jewish noodging, this masterful work is filled with insights that will make
you exclaim, "Ah!" or at least "Oy!" Whether you are Jewish or you simply enjoy a
good kosher haiku, these chai-kus (so called because of their high chutzpah
content) are certain to amuse. What's more, with each poem limited to seventeen
syllables, Haikus for Jews is perfect for people in a hurry. Find out why God has
made these The Chosen Haikus. From the Hardcover edition.

Essential Judaism: Updated Edition
Publishing Addiction Science is a comprehensive guide for addiction scientists
facing the complex process of contributing to scholarly journals. Written by an
international group of addiction journal editors and their colleagues, it discusses
how to write research articles and systematic reviews, choose a journal, respond to
reviewers’ reports, become a reviewer, and resolve the often difficult authorship,
ethical and citation issues that arise in addiction science publishing. As a “Guide
for the Perplexed,” Publishing Addiction Science helps novice as well as
experienced researchers to deal with these challenges. It is suitable for university
courses and forms the basis of the training workshops offered by the International
Society of Addiction Journal Editors (ISAJE). Co-sponsored by ISAJE and the scientific
journal Addiction, the third edition of Publishing Addiction Science gives special
attention to the challenges faced by researchers from developing and non-Englishspeaking countries and features new chapters on guidance for clinician-scientists
and the growth of infrastructure and career opportunities in addiction science.

This Jewish Life
Academy Award-winning actress, director, producer, and activist Natalie Portman
retells three classic fables and imbues them with wit and wisdom. From realizing
that there is no “right” way to live to respecting our planet and learning what really
makes someone a winner, the messages at the heart of Natalie Portman’s Fables
are modern takes on timeless life lessons. Told with a playful, kid-friendly voice
and perfectly paired with Janna Mattia’s charming artwork, Portman’s insightful
retellings of The Tortoise and the Hare, The Three Little Pigs, and Country Mouse
and City Mouse are ideal for reading aloud and are sure to become beloved
additions to family libraries.

Why Jews Do That
"The Book; yes, their Book. They had no state, holding them together, no country,
no soil, no king, no form of life in common. If, in spite of this, they were one, more
one than all the other peoples of the world, it was the Book that sweated them into
unity. Brown, white, black, yellow Jews, large and small, splendid and in rags,
godless and pious, they might crouch and dream all their lives in a quiet room, or
fare splendidly in a radiant, golden whirlwind over the earth, but sunk deep in all of
them was the lesson of the Book. Manifold is the world, but it is vain and fleeting as
wind; but one and only is the God of Israel, the everlasting, the infinite, the
Jehovah."-Jud Süss, 1925. When Feuchtwanger's two best known novels "Jew Süss"
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("Power") and "Ugly Duchess" were first translated into English in the 1920s, they
caused a tremendous sensation in England and then in America. The critics all
hailed Feuchtwanger as the master of the historical novel-the peer of Dumas and
Scott but written with the psychology of our own day. "Jew Süss," set in the 18th
century Germany (at the time consisting of numerous fragmented independent
states), deals with an identity crisis: in order to gain social power, the novel's
protagonist attempts to forsake his Jewish heritage and becomes assimilated into
the mainstream of German culture. More than that, Süss finds himself being in the
position of potential kingmaker. Brilliant, attractive and with an insatiable lust for
power, he practically ruled the Duke and his court, pandering to the vices of
dissolute nobility, mounting through his intrigues to dizzying heights of power.
Süss's only vulnerable spot, however, is his precious, exquisite, gentle daughter,
Naomi. When her beauty became exposed to the beastliness of the Duke, tragedy
came swiftly after.

Jewboy of the South
A renowned political speechwriter rediscovers Judaism, finding timeless wisdom
and spiritual connection in its age-old practices and traditions. “Sarah Hurwitz was
Michelle Obama’s head speechwriter, and with this book she becomes Judaism’s
speechwriter.”—Adam Grant, New York Times bestselling author of Give and Take,
Originals, and co-author of Option B After a decade as a political
speechwriter—serving as head speechwriter for First Lady Michelle Obama, a
senior speechwriter for President Barack Obama, and chief speechwriter for Hillary
Clinton on her 2008 presidential campaign—Sarah Hurwitz decided to apply her
skills as a communicator to writing a book . . . about Judaism. And no one is more
surprised than she is. Hurwitz was the quintessential lapsed Jew—until, at age
thirty-six, after a tough breakup, she happened upon an advertisement for an
introductory class on Judaism. She attended on a whim, but was blown away by
what she found: beautiful rituals, helpful guidance on living an ethical life,
conceptions of God beyond the judgy bearded man in the sky—none of which she
had learned in Hebrew school or during the two synagogue services she grudgingly
attended each year. That class led to a years-long journey during which Hurwitz
visited the offices of rabbis, attended Jewish meditation retreats, sat at the
Shabbat tables of Orthodox families, and read hundreds of books about
Judaism—all in dogged pursuit of answers to her biggest questions. What she found
transformed her life, and she wondered: How could there be such a gap between
the richness of what Judaism offers and the way so many Jews like her understand
and experience it? Sarah Hurwitz is on a mission to close this gap by sharing the
profound insights she discovered on everything from Jewish holidays, ethics, and
prayer to Jewish conceptions of God, death, and social justice. In this entertaining
and accessible book, she shows us why Judaism matters and how its message is
more relevant than ever, and she inspires Jews to do the learning, questioning, and
debating required to make this religion their own. “Searching for meaning in the
ancient scripture and traditions of Judaism, Sarah Hurwitz takes us along on an
enriching journey of discovery. In Here All Along, she explores her birthright as a
Jew and finds timeless and valuable life lessons.”—David Axelrod, director of the
University of Chicago Institute of Politics and former senior advisor to President
Barack Obama
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The Newish Jewish Encyclopedia
The powerful coming-out story of an ultra-Orthodox child who was born to become
a rabbinic leader and instead became a woman and an outspoken voice for gender
freedom Abby Chava Stein was raised in a Hasidic Jewish community in Brooklyn,
profoundly isolated in a culture that lives according to the laws and practices of an
eighteenth-century Eastern European enclave, speaking only Yiddish and Hebrew
and shunning modern life. Deeply immersed within one of the world's most gendersegregated societies, Stein was born as the first son in a rabbinical dynastic family,
poised to become a leader of the next generation of Hasidic Jews. But Stein felt
certain at a young age that she was a girl, even though there was no context for
understanding this disconnect. Without access to TV or the internet, and never
taught English, she suppressed her desire for a new body while looking for answers
wherever she could find them, from forbidden religious texts to smuggled secular
examinations of faith. Finally, she orchestrated a personal exodus from ultraOrthodox manhood into mainstream femininity-a radical choice that forced her to
leave her home, her family, and her way of life. Powerful in the truths it reveals
about biology, culture, faith, and identity, Becoming Eve poses the ultimate
question for a new generation: How far are you willing to go to become the person
you are meant to be?

Batman Character Encyclopedia
From Robin to the Joker, Batman Character Encyclopedia is your guide into over 75
years of the Dark Knight's friends and foes. This compact, informative guide takes
you through over 200 heroes and villains of Gotham City as well as tons of facts
and information on the Caped Crusader himself. Organized alphabetically, each
character profile is crammed with statistics, informative annotations, and exciting
comic book art illustrated by leading DC Comics artists. Batman Character
Encyclopedia is perfect for the newcomers to the Batman series or the die-hard DC
Comics fan, and is an excellent addition to DK's best-selling collection of Batman
titles. Copyright © 2015 DC Comics. BATMAN and all related characters and
elements are trademarks of and © DC Comics. (s15)

The Jewish Book of Why
A Fun Take on "Judaism for Dummies" that Will Answer All Questions Wondered by
the Goyim and Jewish People Alike! When the subject of religion comes up, people
often get very shy and are worried about offending. Now, if there was only a book
that covered all the nooks and crannies of a religion, written in an easily digestible
way Well, now there is! Written by Rabbi Avram Mlotek, Why Jews Do That is a
terrific look into the Jewish religion, answering all the tough questions you've been
afraid to ask. But this isn't just for the Jews among us. Just because you're Catholic,
Muslim, Hindu, Buddhist, or the like, doesn't mean you cannot enjoy an inside look
to find out if Jews believe in Jesus, what kosher really is, and how we keep our
yarmulkes secured to our heads. So have no fear, as Jews are here to help! Some
of the tough questions answered by Rabbi Mlotek include: What's with Jews and
candles? Do Jews have confession like Catholics? Why are Jews obsessed with
food? Is sex kosher? What about marijuana? And much more! Why Jews Do That is
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your one-stop shop for answers to all the questions you wanted to know, but were
too shy to ask. So whether you're a devout follower, a casual observer, someone
marrying into the faith, or just interested in buffing up your Bible knowledge, Rabbi
Mlotek will guide you through the challah, mitzvahs, and shiksas that make Jewish
life solively.

The 100 Most Jewish Foods
A complete library of Jewish knowledge in one authoritative volume, this book
provides guidance to the understanding of Jewish history, thought, and civilization
through 4,000 years. Includes over 350 illustrations and photos.

Jewish Literacy Revised Ed
Over 140 Recipes for Fabulous Jewish Heritage Food! Holiday and Everyday
Recipes, Fresh Spins on Delicious Traditions. From a leading voice of Jewish
cuisine, Epicurious, New York Times contributer and host of Betterbaking.com,
Marcy Goldman, chef-author of A Treasury of Jewish Holiday Baking and creator of
the renowned website Betterbaking.com, comes a delicious collection of the very
best tastes from the Jewish kitchen. Featuring twelve chapters from Appetizers,
Brunch, Mains, Kugels, Briskets, Chicken, Vegetarian, Soups, Passover and more,
each chapter is filled with original recipes showcasing traditional favorites as well
as a host of both holiday and seasonal and holiday offerings, new twists on classics
and vegetable-forward dishes to suit every appetite. Exciting recipes include New
Way Hanukkah Latkes, Sweet Potato Pie Kugel, Feathery-Lite Matzoh Balls, SumacLaced Fattosh, Deli-Style Blintzes, Rosemary Asiago Knishes, Montreal Smoked
Meat, Sirachi Hot Sweet Brisket, Couscous Salad Royale, and Sabbath Lemon Roast
Chicken. Brimming with vibrant spices representing the regional influences from
America, Central Europe, the Sephardic kitchen, The Newish Jewish Cookbook is
jammed with a professional chef's tips as well as holiday serving suggestions.
Jewish food is food that warms the heart and delights the soul and The Newish
Jewish Cookbook has you covered!

The Newish Jewish Cookbook
Why does Hebrew matter? In answering this question, Hebrew Roots, Jewish
Routes addresses the many ways engagement with Hebrew enriches
Jewishness"€"culturally, religiously, ethnically. Whether you know Hebrew or not,
linguist and cultural anthropologist Jeremy Benstein takes us on a journey into the
deeper significance of Hebrew in the life of Jews and Judaism. Since fluency is a
distant goal for so many, Benstein shows us another approach: engaging with
Hebrew by focusing on the three-letter Hebrew roots that are the building blocks of
the language, seeing these "nuggets of knowledge" as a vehicle to enriching our
connection to Judaism and its values. For instance, tzedakah, usually translated as
"charity," actually relates to notions of justice (tzedek) and responsibility, not acts
of generosity, thus encapsulating an entire economic world view. With many
examples throughout the book, and in nineteen innovative "Wordshops," Benstein
shows us both why and how to connect to Hebrew, this underappreciated treasure
of ours. Hebrew is both ancient and renewing, holy and daily, tribal and global. So
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more than just a book about a language, this is a book about the Jewish people and
the challenges we face as seen through our shared language, Hebrew. As Professor
Gil Troy said, "Highly recommended for all, but especially for teachers ready to
launch a grassroots revolution bringing Jews back to their language and culture."

Choosing a Jewish Life, Revised and Updated
"As a rabbi and a convert, I appreciate this book deeply for its sensitivity to the
complex feelings of those who are exploring paths to becoming Jewish, and for the
deep love of Judaism it conveys. I will give it to every interfaith couple, and
recommend that they give it to their parents. It is wonderful! " --Rachel Cowan, coauthor of Mixed Blessings In the same knowledgeable, reassuring, and respectful
style that has made her one of the most admired writers of guides to Jewish
practices and rituals, Anita Diamant provides advice and information that can
transform the act of conversion into an extraordinary journey of self-discovery and
spiritual growth. Married to a convert herself, Diamant anticipates all the
questions, doubts, and concerns, provides a comprehensive explanation of the
rules and rituals of conversion, and offers practical guidance toward creating a
Jewish identity. Here you will learn how to choose a rabbi, a synagogue, a
denomination, a Hebrew name; how to handle the difficulty of putting aside
Christmas; what happens at the mikvah (the ritual bath) or at a hatafat dam brit
(circumcision ritual for those already circumcised); how to find your footing in a
new spiritual family that is not always well prepared to receive you; and how not to
lose your bonds to your family of origin. Sensitive, sympathetic, and insightful,
Choosing a Jewish Life provides everything necessary to make conversion a joyful
and spiritually meaningful experience.

Hebrew Roots, Jewish Routes
A meditation on the deeply Jewish and surprisingly spiritual roots of Stan Lee and
Marvel Comics

Bucharest Diary
In Jewish Holiday Baking, adapted from his Breaking Breads, Uri Scheft shares key
classic holiday baking recipes like challah and babka—and provides his creative
twists on them as well, showing how bakers can do the same easily at home. But
the book is not limited to breads alone. Holiday sweets, whether chocolate‐filled
babka, poppyseed hamantaschen, or fruit-filled sufganiyot, are recipes of dessertlovers’ dreams. And with the addition of traditional Middle Eastern breads like
kubaneh and jachnun, this collection of holiday recipes from master baker Scheft
becomes an indispensable resource. The instructions are detailed and the photos
explanatory so that anyone can make Scheft’s Chocolate and Orange Confit
Challah, Za’atar Twists, and Jerusalem Bagels for their next Seder or Apple
Hamantaschen for Purim.

The Jewish Background of Christianity in God’s Plan of
Salvation
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A Southern story is never a straight line to the end point. Ask a southerner about
an event or how to get to a place and you'll hear about everyone and everything
and everywhere along the way. It lurches forward, then backtracks, goes off
center, infuriates and, eventually, rediscovers its luscious, rich, often humorous
and just as often, perverse, path. It's made of, like the South itself, a soup pot of
characters-redneck, slave roots, sex, blood, love, hate, war, religion, intrigue and
wink of the eye-all chopped, diced and thrown into its cauldron. Often as not, it
boils into a mess. But somehow, sometimes, if you enjoy a m�lange of tastes, it
blends into a delicious, or at least colorful, potage. So settle in, relax and enjoy this
saga about a small-town southern Jewish boy and the characters who helped him
grow up, learn about sex versus love, black and white, true religion, soul music and
jazz, all while attempting to keep the love of his life, the Klan minister's daughter,
and to free an innocent black man, his carpenter hero.

Becoming Eve
Holocaust history written and researched by the Yiddish scholars who lived it.

The New Jewish Encyclopedia
An insider's account of Romania's emergence from communism control In the
1970s American attorney Alfred H. Moses was approached on the streets of
Bucharest by young Jews seeking help to emigrate to Israel. This became the
author's mission until the communist regime fell in 1989. Before that Moses had
met periodically with Romania's communist dictator, Nicolae Ceausescu, to
persuade him to allow increased Jewish emigration. This experience deepened
Moses's interest in Romania--an interest that culminated in his serving as U.S.
ambassador to the country from 1994 to 1997 during the Clinton administration.
The ambassador's time of service in Romania came just a few years after the fall of
the Berlin Wall and the subsequent collapse of communism in Eastern Europe.
During this period Romania faced economic paralysis and was still buried in the
rubble of communism. Over the next three years Moses helped nurture Romania's
nascent democratic institutions, promoted privatization of Romania's economy,
and shepherded Romania on the path toward full integration with Western
institutions. Through frequent press conferences, speeches, and writings in the
Romanian and Western press and in his meetings with Romanian officials at the
highest level, he stated in plain language the steps Romania needed to take before
it could be accepted in the West as a free and democratic country. Bucharest
Diary: An American Ambassador's Journey is filled with firsthand stories, including
colorful anecdotes, of the diplomacy, both public and private, that helped Romania
recover from four decades of communist rule and, eventually, become a member
of both NATO and the European Union. Romania still struggles today with the
consequences of its history, but it has reached many of its post-communist goals,
which Ambassador Moses championed at a crucial time. This book will be of special
interest to readers of history and public affairs--in particular those interested in
Jewish life under communist rule in Eastern Europe and how the United States and
its Western partners helped rebuild an important country devastated by
communism.
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Barbie
Your plain-English guide to Judaism Whether you're interested in the religion or the
spirituality, the culture or the ethnic traditions, Judaism For Dummies explores the
full spectrum of Judaism, dipping into the mystical, meditative, and spiritual depth
of the faith and the practice. In this warm and welcoming book, you'll find coverage
of: Orthodox Jews and breakaway denominations; Judaism as a daily practice; the
food and fabric of Judaism; Jewish wedding ceremonies; celebrations and holy
days; 4,000 years of pain, sadness, triumph, and joy; great Jewish thinkers and
historical celebrities; and much more. Updates to the "recent history" section with
discussions of what has happened in the first decade of the twenty-first century
including: the expansion of orthodox political power in Israel; expansion of
interfaith work; unfortunate recent anti-Semitic events; and other news Expanded
coverage of Jewish mysticism and meditation, which has become increasingly
popular in recent years New coverage on Jewish views of morality, including birth
control, homosexuality, and environmental concerns Revised recipes for traditional
Jewish cooking, updated key vocabulary, and Yiddish phrases everyone should
know Jews have long spread out to the corners of the world, so there are significant
Jewish communities on many continents. Judaism For Dummies offers a glimpse
into the rituals, ideas, and terms that are woven into the history and everyday lives
of Jewish people as near as our own neighborhoods and as far-reaching as across
the world.

A Broken Hallelujah: Rock and Roll, Redemption, and the Life of
Leonard Cohen
A groundbreaking history of how Jewish women maintained their identity and
influenced social activism as they wrote themselves into American history. What
does it mean to be a Jewish woman in America? In a gripping historical narrative,
Pamela S. Nadell weaves together the stories of a diverse group of extraordinary
people--from the colonial-era matriarch Grace Nathan and her greatgranddaughter, poet Emma Lazarus, to labor organizer Bessie Hillman and the
great justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, to scores of other activists, workers, wives, and
mothers who helped carve out a Jewish American identity. The twin threads
binding these women together, she argues, are a strong sense of self and a
resolute commitment to making the world a better place. Nadell recounts how
Jewish women have been at the forefront of causes for centuries, fighting for
suffrage, trade unions, civil rights, and feminism, and hoisting banners for Jewish
rights around the world. Informed by shared values of America's founding and
Jewish identity, these women's lives have left deep footprints in the history of the
nation they call home.

The Jewish Time Line Encyclopedia
HAVE YOU EVER MET A CHILD WHO TALKED LIKE AN ADULT? Who knew big words
and knew how to use them? Was he a charmer or an insufferable smart aleck—or
maybe both? Mark Oppenheimer was just such a boy, his talent for language a
curse as much as a blessing. Unlike math or music prodigies, he had no way to
showcase his unique skill, except to speak like a miniature adult—a trick some
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found impressive but others found irritating. Frustrated and isolated, Oppenheimer
used his powers for ill—he became a wisenheimer—pushing his peers and teachers
away, acting out with prank phone calls, and worse. But when he got to high
school, Oppenheimer discovered an outlet for his loquaciousness: the debate team.
This smart, funny memoir not only reveals a strange, compelling subculture, it
offers a broader discussion of the splendor and power (including the healing
power) of language and of the social and developmental hazards of being a gifted
child. Oppenheimer’s journey from loneliness to fulfillment affords a fascinating
inside look at the extraordinary subculture of world-class high-school debate and at
the power of language to change one’s life.

The Bar Mitzvah Crasher: Road-Tripping Through Jewish
America
What does it mean to be a Jew? How does one begin to answer so extensive a
question? In this insightful and completely updated tome, esteemed rabbi and
bestselling author Joseph Telushkin helps answer the question of what it means to
be a Jew, in the largest sense. Widely recognized as one of the most respected and
indispensable reference books on Jewish life, culture, tradition, and religion, Jewish
Literacy covers every essential aspect of the Jewish people and Judaism. In 352
short and engaging chapters, Rabbi Telushkin discusses everything from the Jewish
Bible and Talmud to Jewish notions of ethics to antisemitism and the Holocaust;
from the history of Jews around the world to Zionism and the politics of a Jewish
state; from the significance of religious traditions and holidays to how they are
practiced in daily life. Whether you want to know more about Judaism in general or
have specific questions you'd like answered, Jewish Literacy is sure to contain the
information you need. Rabbi Telushkin's expert knowledge of Judaism makes the
updated and revised edition of Jewish Literacy an invaluable reference. A
comprehensive yet thoroughly accessible resource for anyone interested in
learning the fundamentals of Judaism, Jewish Literacy is a must for every Jewish
home.

Jew Suss
“Your gift giving problems are now over—just stock up on The 100 Most Jewish
Foods. . . . The appropriate gift for any occasion.” —Jewish Book Council “[A] love
letter—to food, family, faith and identity, and the deliciously tangled way they
come together.” —NPR’s The Salt With contributions from Ruth Reichl, Éric Ripert,
Joan Nathan, Michael Solomonov, Dan Barber, Yotam Ottolenghi, Tom Colicchio,
Maira Kalman, Melissa Clark, and many more! Tablet’s list of the 100 most Jewish
foods is not about the most popular Jewish foods, or the tastiest, or even the most
enduring. It’s a list of the most significant foods culturally and historically to the
Jewish people, explored deeply with essays, recipes, stories, and context. Some of
the dishes are no longer cooked at home, and some are not even dishes in the
traditional sense (store-bought cereal and Stella D’oro cookies, for example). The
entire list is up for debate, which is what makes this book so much fun. Many of the
foods are delicious (such as babka and shakshuka). Others make us wonder how
they’ve survived as long as they have (such as unhatched chicken eggs and jellied
calves’ feet). As expected, many Jewish (and now universal) favorites like matzo
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balls, pickles, cheesecake, blintzes, and chopped liver make the list. The recipes
are global and represent all contingencies of the Jewish experience. Contributors
include Ruth Reichl, Éric Ripert, Joan Nathan, Michael Solomonov, Dan Barber, Gail
Simmons, Yotam Ottolenghi, Tom Colicchio, Amanda Hesser and Merrill Stubbs,
Maira Kalman, Action Bronson, Daphne Merkin, Shalom Auslander, Dr. Ruth
Westheimer, and Phil Rosenthal, among many others. Presented in a gifty package,
The 100 Most Jewish Foods is the perfect book to dip into, quote from, cook from,
and launch a spirited debate.

The Yiddish Historians and the Struggle for a Jewish History of
the Holocaust
Bob Mankoff grew up Jewish in Queens, NY in the 1950s and 1960s. As a kid, he
visited the Borscht Belt and reveled in the hilarious performances of some of the
best Jewish comedians such as Jerry Lewis, Buddy Hackett, and Rodney
Dangerfield, among others. These early experiences helped shape Mankoff's view
of life and led him to become a creative master practitioner of humor and cartoons.
He started his career unexpectedly by quitting a Ph.D. program in experimental
psychology at The City University of New York in 1974 and submitting his cartoons
to the New Yorker. Three years and over 2,000 cartoons later, he finally made the
magazine and has since published over 950 cartoons. He has devoted his life to
discovering just what makes us laugh and seeks every outlet to do so, from
developing The New Yorker's web presence to founding The Cartoon Bank, a
business devoted to licensing cartoons for use in newsletters, textbooks,
magazines and other media. In this new book, Have I Got a Cartoon for You! this
successful cartoonist, speaker and author, presents his favorite Jewish cartoons. In
his foreword to this entertaining collection, Mankoff shows how his Jewish heritage
helped him to become a successful cartoonist, examines the place of cartoons in
the vibrant history of Jewish humor, and plumbs Jewish thought, wisdom and shtik
for humorous insights. Mankoff has written: "I always think that it's strange that
the Jews, The People of the Book, eventually became much better known as The
People of the Joke. Strange because laughter in the Old Testament is not a good
thing: When God laughs, you're toast. If you say, 'Stop me if you've heard this one,
' he does for good." A major influence on his cartoons about religion derives from
Jewish culture's disputatiousness, the questioning everything just for the hell of it
and then the questioning of the questioning to be even more annoying. He recalls:
"When, I was first dating my wife, who is not Jewish, we once were having what I
thought was an ordinary conversation and she said, 'Why are you arguing with
me?' I replied, 'I'm not arguing, I'm Jewish.' I thought that was clever. She didn't.
Some humor scholars claim this stems from the practice in the Talmud of pilpul,
which Leo Rosten has described as 'unproductive hair-splitting that is employed
not so much to radiate clarity as to display one's own cleverness.' I go along with
that except I like to think that some clarity and cleverness are not mutually
exclusive. Anyway, that's my aim in cartoons like these. Now, am I worried that
these jokes will bring His wrath down upon me down with a bolt from the blue. Not
really, but every time there's a thunderstorm, I hide in the cellar."

13 and a Day
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As a youth, the author, who had two Jewish grandparents, was defined as a Jew by
Vichy France; his parents, however, refused to register the family as Jews. (In
March 1944 Corcos and his brother fled to Spain and joined the Allied Forces in
North Africa.) States that antisemites consider Jewishness to be inherited and to
embody inferior, evil traits. This view is based on two false biological premises:
that there are pure races of humans, and that some races are superior to others.
Rejects these premises by considering modern biology and Jewish history. The
latter indicates that the Jews cannot be a race, due to their lack of sexual isolation;
diversity among Jews is a result of both intermarriage and proselytism. Sees the
Spanish "limpieza de sangre" statutes and the Inquisition as precursors of Nazi
racism. Observes that sometimes Jews have joined antisemites in accepting
biological determinism. Intermarriage in countries such as China, India, and the
USA has led to considerable biological diversity among Jews and to the reduction of
diversity between Jews and non-Jews, if such diversity existed at all. Stresses that if
antisemites have worried about "contamination" of their "race" by the Jews they
have already missed the boat since Jews have mixed with non-Jews for many
centuries.

Here All Along
A wise, sensitive novel about Russia, exile, family, love, history and fate, this work
asks what people owe the place they were born, and in return, what it owes them.
A New York Times Editors' Choice, named a Best Book of 2018 by Bookforum,
Nylon, Esquire, and Vulture.

The Artisanal Kitchen: Jewish Holiday Baking
An Unorthodox Guide to Everything Jewish Deeply knowing, highly entertaining,
and just a little bit irreverent, this unputdownable encyclopedia of all things Jewish
and Jew-ish covers culture, religion, history, habits, language, and more. Readers
will refresh their knowledge of the Patriarchs and Matriarchs, the artistry of Barbra
Streisand, the significance of the Oslo Accords, the meaning of words like
balaboosta,balagan, bashert, and bageling. Understand all the major and minor
holidays. Learn how the Jews invented Hollywood. Remind themselves why they
need to read Hannah Arendt, watch Seinfeld, listen to Leonard Cohen. Even
discover the secret of happiness (see “Latkes”). Includes hundreds of photos,
charts, infographics, and illustrations. It’s a lot.

Judaism For Dummies
Kantor writes from the perspective of a traditional Jew, covering events such as the
Flood, giving of the Torah, and the fall of the Tower of Babel, placing these within
the chronology of history along with the Spanish Inquisition, the Holocaust, and the
founding of the State of Israel.

The Stone Edition of the Chumash
Americans and Israelis have often thought that their nations were chosen, in
perpetuity, to do God’s work. This belief in divine election is a potent, living force,
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one that has guided and shaped both peoples and nations throughout their history
and continues to do so to this day. Through great adversity and despite serious
challenges, Americans and Jews, leaders and followers, have repeatedly faced the
world fortified by a sense that their nation has a providential destiny. As Todd
Gitlin and Liel Leibovitz argue in this original and provocative book, what unites the
two allies in a “special friendship” is less common strategic interests than this
deep-seated and lasting theological belief that they were chosen by God. The
United States and Israel each has understood itself as a nation placed on earth to
deliver a singular message of enlightenment to a benighted world. Each has
stumbled through history wrestling with this strange concept of chosenness, trying
both to grasp the meaning of divine election and to bear the burden it placed them
under. It was this idea that provided an indispensable justification when the
Americans made a revolution against Britain, went to war with and expelled the
Indians, expanded westward, built an overseas empire, and most recently waged
war in Iraq. The equivalent idea gave rise to the Jewish people in the first place,
sustained them in exodus and exile, and later animated the Zionist movement,
inspiring the Israelis to vanquish their enemies and conquer the West Bank and the
Gaza Strip. Everywhere you look in American and Israeli history, the idea of
chosenness is there. The Chosen Peoples delivers a bold new take on both nations’
histories. It shows how deeply the idea of chosenness has affected not only their
enthusiasts but also their antagonists. It digs deeply beneath the superficialities of
headlines, the details of negotiations, the excuses and justifications that keep
cropping up for both nations’ successes and failures. It shows how deeply ingrained
is the idea of a chosen people in both nations’ histories—and yet how complicated
that idea really is. And it offers interpretations of chosenness that both nations
dearly need in confronting their present-day quandaries. Weaving together history,
theology, and politics, The Chosen Peoples vividly retells the dramatic story of two
nations bound together by a wild and sacred idea, takes unorthodox perspectives
on some of our time’s most searing conflicts, and offers an unexpected conclusion:
only by taking the idea of chosenness seriously, wrestling with its meaning, and
assuming its responsibilities can both nations thrive.

Haikus for Jews
A great thing becomes smaller and smaller. Now, the one-volume Stone Edition of
The Chumash grows to five volumes, and shrinks to two handy sizes of 6 x 4-3/4
and 6-1/2 x 8. Each of the volumes has its own index, all the haftarahs, and
appropriate Megillos. And each set comes in a beautiful matching slip-case.
Convenient to use, they make beautiful gifts for yourself or someone you know. For
gifts? For travel? For Shul

America's Jewish Women
Modern Catholics may be dissuaded from reading or studying the Old Testament
simply because the stories seem unusual or implausible and the language, foreign
and confusing. Still, we must not neglect the inestimable value of God’s selfdisclosure and the wealth of wisdom within the Hebrew scriptures, nor the Jewish
prayers and traditions contained within, as many of them lie at the core of our faith
and worship. In a simple yet enlightening approach to scripture interpretation,
Marianne Ivany provides a simplified overview of the major narratives that
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comprise the story of salvation history while offering appreciation for the role of
Israel as God’s chosen nation. Throughout her study, Dr. Ivany invites spiritual
seekers to explore the Old Testament, comprehend its continuum within the
message of the New Testament, and reflect on its implications for understanding
the life and teachings of Christ. By engaging with the text, Catholics will gain a new
outlook on the depth of scripture as God’s personal revelation to humanity,
enriched by the timelessness and wisdom of His word. In this Catholic study,
believers will gain a new appreciation for the Hebrew scriptures of Jesus and the
way they serve as the background for the Catholic faith.

The Myth of the Jewish Race
Presents the story of the author's journeys across America to attend the most
distinctive b'nai mitzvah he could find in order to reveal how the bar and the bat
mitzvah have become a distinctively American rite of passage.

How To Raise A Jewish Dog
A striking look at the Jewish rite-and at American Jews in all their diversity. Thirteen
years ago, Mark Oppenheimer set off throughout the United States to see how the
bar and bat mitzvah were practiced in different regions, by different boys and girls,
from different streams of Judaism. That book, "Thirteen and a Day," is now being
republished on its thirteenth birthday-its bar mitzvah-as "The Bar Mitzvah
Crasher."Since its emergence here a century ago, the bar or bat mitzvah has
become a distinctively American rite of passage, so much so that, in certain
suburbs today, gentile families throw parties for their thirteen-year-olds, lest they
feel left out. How did this come about? To answer that question, Mark
Oppenheimer set out across America to attend the most distinctive b'nai mitzvah
he could find. "The Bar Mitzvah Crasher" is the story of what he found-an
altogether fresh look at American Jews today. Beginning with the image of a party
of gaudy excess, Oppenheimer then goes farther afield in the great tradition of
literary journalists from Joseph Mitchell to Ian Frazier and Susan Orlean. The two
dozen Jews of Fayetteville, Arkansas, he finds, open their synagogue to eccentrics
from all over the Ozarks. Those of Lake Charles, Louisiana, pass the hat to cover
the expenses of their potluck dinner. And in Anchorage, Alaska, a Hasidic boy's bar
mitzvah in a snowed-in hotel becomes a striking image of how far the Jewish
diaspora has spread. In these people's company, privy to their soul-searching
about their religious heritage, Oppenheimer finds that the day is full of wonder and
significance. Part travelogue, part spiritual voyage, "The Bar Mitzvah Crasher" is a
lyrical, entertaining, even revelatory look at American Jews and one of the most
original books of literary journalism to appear in some years.

Publishing Addiction Science
You don't have to own a dog and you don't have to be Jewish A humour title about
using guilt, shame and passive aggression to raise your dog that will have you
barking with laughter. A 'Not Missing Yet' sign informs neighbours that dog is not
missing. Some trainers call this precaution unnecessary. We say: It couldn't hurt.
Finally! The dog training techniques and tips developed by the renowned Rabbis of
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the Boca Raton Theological Seminary are available in book form. Look out, monks.
Step aside, whisperer. Rabbi Monica and Rabbi Alan show, step by step, how you
can use guilt, shame, passive aggression, sarcasm and Conditional Unconditional
Love to create an unbreakable bond with your dog. It's all here, including: - The
five ways of commanding 'Sit!' ('What, would it kill you to sit down for one lousy
second?') - A useful list of Advanced Commands ('Don't stare at Cousin Edith's hair
when she comes over.') - How to use Situational Martyrdom when the dog disobeys
('Fine. Do what you want. I hope you have a nice life.') The rabbis have been
training dogs - and their owners - for 20 years. Now they bring the fruits of their
vast experience to dog owners everywhere. And the best part? You don't have to
be Jewish to benefit from the programme. Just neurotic. Or crazy about your dog.

A Terrible Country
2020 American Book Fest Best Book Awards Finalist in the U.S. History category In
the wee hours of May 15, 1902, three thousand Jewish women quietly took up
positions on the streets of Manhattan’s Lower East Side. Convinced by the latest
jump in the price of kosher meat that they were being gouged, they assembled in
squads of five, intent on shutting down every kosher butcher shop in New York’s
Jewish quarter. What was conceived as a nonviolent effort did not remain so for
long. Customers who crossed the picket lines were heckled and assaulted, their
parcels of meat hurled into the gutters. Butchers who remained open were
attacked, their windows smashed, stocks ruined, equipment destroyed. Brutal
blows from police nightsticks sent women to local hospitals and to court. But soon
Jewish housewives throughout the area took to the streets in solidarity, while the
butchers either shut their doors or had them shut for them. The newspapers called
it a modern Jewish Boston Tea Party. The Great Kosher Meat War of 1902 tells the
twin stories of mostly uneducated female immigrants who discovered their
collective consumer power and of the Beef Trust, the midwestern cartel that
conspired to keep meat prices high despite efforts by the U.S. government to
curtail its nefarious practices. With few resources and little experience but a great
deal of steely determination, this group of women organized themselves into a
potent fighting force and, in their first foray into the political arena in their adopted
country, successfully challenged powerful vested corporate interests and set a
pattern for future generations to follow.
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